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SERGING unit
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The serging unit is an important production requirement for the nowadays fashion 

industry. Beside the basic units it considerably increases the production output, 

providing a great support to the operator. The unit has been specifically developed 

to grant a high quality result, even on stretch denim fabrics, automating multiple 

functions that before were completely made by the operator. The new pneumatic 

device, for example, is improving the panel movement thanks to a sensors system.  

In terms of costs saving this unit is the benchmark in its category, installing a new 

cutting system working with a vacuum, granting a high rate of thread saving. 

V800.1
Automatic side seam serging unit

Sewing Head: Yamato made in Japan       

2 needle overlock

Max Sewing Head Speed: 7000 rpm

Max Sewing Machine Speed: 6300 rpm 

Overlock Width: 4.0 mm up to 9.6 mm

Stitch per Inch: up to 30 (spi)

Sewing Machine Motor:                   

Mitsubishi XCG 554 20Y - 550 W

Control Box: XCG MFY 2005 

Power Supply Voltage: 

220 V Single-Phase 50/60 Hz

Air Consumption: 10 L/min

AIR-ASSISTED TRANSPORT SYSTEM (PATENTED)
The trasport system allows a well assisted handling of the fabric during the 
sewing operation

EXTRA OIL SYSTEM WITH INTERCOOLER PUMP
4 litres extra oil, always working at the maximum speed without any stop

VACUUM DEVICE AND SENSOR
Automatic cutting system connected with a vacuum device, with sensor for cut 
at begin and end of operation in an automatic and programmable way

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FLEXIBILITY

efficiency

QUALITY



The accessories described here may not be included in the price of the machine. Please refer to the commercial documents for information on prices and conditions.

FEATURES

 √ The innovative pneumatic device controls a wheel that helps the handling on 

the fabric, especially on curves making the operator’s work easy and efficient and 

reducing the handling time

 √ Pneumatic wheel allows to stitch any fabric from light to heavy, stretch or double 

stretch, straight or curved

 √ Possibility to sew on the back panel with the back yoke already joint, thanks to the 

automatic back yoke joint detector

 √ Special guide device with manual regulation for different fabric thickness

 √ Larger opening table

 √ Extra pneumatic cylinder assistance on the cutting device

Yamato sewing head4 thread overlock
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